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11.0 Hitler’s Reich Design Notes
These notes are formulated using a Q&A editorial approach.

How did the game map come to be?
The Hitler’s Reich game map was inspired by other WWII 
European Theatre of Operations strategic games using Areas 
rather than hexagons, such as Axis & Allies.

The final map’s configuration of Land Areas and Sea Zones 
was developed to provide players the historic objectives and 
campaign flows, with their opportunities and challenges.

Why use wooden pieces rather than die-cut counters?
The Hiter’s Reich game system was deliberately designed to be 
quick playing and intuitive once the rules are learned. Further-
more, quite simply, since the game primarily uses Control mark-
ers to depict military effort, there is no need for the information 
conveyed by the hobby’s traditional approach represented by unit 
types, strengths, and movement allowances via die-cut counters.

Furthermore, during playtesting, the Hitler’s Reich development 
team found the game’s enthusiastic audience included many new 
to the hobby, young (our youngest play tester was 8 years old), 
and often Euro Gamers who appreciated use of wooden pieces 
which were tactilely familiar and easy to comprehend.

It is hoped Hitler’s Reich is a game appealing to a wide audi-
ence of gamers: from war gaming Grognards to Euro Gamers 
and perhaps serve as an entry vehicle to those new to the hobby. 
Use of wooden pieces is part of the design approach enabling 
this possibility. 

How can there be V-Rockets mid war?
Hitler’s Reich Events are titled for game flavor, not as literal 
representations. Therefore, players should treat their titles open-
mindedly. For example, Waffen SS during the early part of a 
game might represent Axis Blitz doctrine which later transitions 
into elite SS Panzer Corps. V-Rockets play during the mid-war 
period (after the first Axis card reshuffle) would not be rockets, 
but could represent particularly effective Luftwaffe bombing. 

Another example of this is Bismarck. When it is played in the 
Mediterranean, it does not represent German Fleet units, but 
those of the Italian Regia Marina making a particularly effec-
tive naval effort.

Finally, how could the Allies play Strategic Bombing if the 
entire UK (London & Scotland) is Axis controlled along with 
all of Western Europe? In that instance, the Event could repre-
sent the effect of the Allies’ strategic naval blockade of Europe. 

Why are there more Fleets for the Allies than for the Axis?
The Allied navies (notably the British Royal Navy and the 
United States Navy) were much larger than the Axis navies (the 
German Kriegsmarine and Italian Regia Marina). The game’s 
availability of Fleet pieces reflects the Allied ability to project 
more naval power in more Sea Zones. Also, Fleets represent 
the application of naval power in all its forms, rather than just 
a specific accumulation of warships.

Additionally, the Allies’ superior Amphibious Attack capabilities 
are accounted for in that the Higgins Boats card is potentially 
reusable. However, the Axis Landing Craft card is a one-use 
Event, regardless of whether it is successfully employed.

Why no Free French Partisans? 
Within the game’s scope, the Free French did not match the sheer 
size, magnitude, and impact of major Soviet or Yugoslavian 
partisan efforts. Use of the Artillery & Partisans Event reflects 
Allied logistical support of guerillas, extra naval resources, and 
in the case of the use of Allied Artillery & Partisans in Africa 
or the Middle East, it represents the legendary Long Range 
Desert Groups (think of that classic TV show The Rat Patrol).

Why are some Events limited?
Some Events could only happen once. For example, Spain joins 
the Axis (the Franco Event). Other Events, such as War Pro-
duction and Convoy, represent key strategies that were not on 
their own sufficient to gain victory. Players may use these Events 
the way they occurred, or may have occurred, during the real 
war: to enhance their own or diminish the enemy’s power, but 
only to better prepare the way for ultimate victory.

Other Events cannot start until sufficient time has elapsed to ren-
der them possible through the game’s 1942 start. For example, 
Strategic Bombing, V-Rockets, and Turncoats.

The optional Passage of Time rule (for six month turns rather 
than annual turns; 13.10) more thoroughly applies this principle.

What do the Conflict Cards and their Suits represent?
The Conflict cards represent the forces, supplies and other ef-
forts dedicated to an attack, to the struggle to gain or achieve 
an Event, or in the case of Fleets or Fortification markers and 
Reorganization options, to prepare for a contest over an Area, 
Zone or Event.

The higher the value of the Conflict card, the greater the player’s 
commitment to the goal. In addition, German Conflict cards 
(i.e., those with a German cross icon in the upper right corner) 
represent the German forces, which especially early during the 
war were better equipped and trained than their Axis partners. 
Italian Conflict cards (i.e., those with an Italian facist icon in 
the upper right corner) actually represent the forces of Italy, 
Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria and Finland, as well as other 
miscellaneous Axis national forces.

The improvement of Allied forces as the war progressed (particu-
larly with increased American participation), and the advantages 
their larger more robust economies eventually gave them, are 
represented by the Allied player gaining a card each time the 
Axis player reshuffles his deck. The longer the game goes on, 
the larger the Allied player’s hand will become. Eventually, this 
will reverse and eclipse the original Axis game-start advantage, 
particularly when Operation Overlord becomes available—un-
less the Axis player does something about it! The optional 
“Shifting Fortunes” rule (13.8) makes this design element more 
pronounced.
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Why add dice to the Card vs. Card battle of the traditional card 
game of War?
Real war is fraught with uncertainty; the dice reflect what can 
and will go wrong—or right—once combat or conflict over 
Event acquisition begins. The ability to modify dice through 
the play of Saboteur, Double Agent, or Bonus cards and Events 
represents the greater planning and resources that go into the 
commitment of superior forces to gain victory.

Why no Iron Curtain Soviet Expansion into Initially Allied 
Controlled Land Areas? 
Players may wonder why the Soviets are prevented from plac-
ing one of their Control markers on initially Western Allied 
Land Areas such as Yugoslavia, Greece, or Iran which could 
be captured by the Axis and then liberated by a Russian attack.

In Yugoslavia, Marshal Tito never considered himself behind the 
Iron Curtain; he was one of the non-aligned movement’s found-
ers. Additionally, within the scope of the Hitler’s Reich game, 
the Soviets could not impose the kind of ruling infrastructure 
needed to place one of their Control markers upon a formerly 
Western Allied Land Area.

As for placing a Western Allied Control marker upon an original 
Soviet Controlled Land Area, such a political betrayal would 
have been unthinkable and intolerable to Stalin.

Why British Roundels to depict Western Allied Controlled Land 
Areas at game start? 
As the game begins during the Spring of 1941, this symbol 
seemed more appropriate than using another graphic, particu-
larly considering the limitations imposed by wooden playing 
pieces and markers. At this stage of the war, USA presence 
insofar as European territorial control depiction is concerned, 
is not pertinent.

12.0 Compendium of Events
12.1 Graphics Used on the Event Cards
  Reuse: Win—keep & flip; Lose—Return to Deck/Array.

  Recycle: Place in box top after use.

  Return: Return to Deck/Array after use.

  Remove: Remove from game after use.

  
Opening Draw: Available for opening 1941 game draw 
of cards.

  Add in 42: Set aside at 1941 game start. Add to the ap-
propriate Deck/Array for the 1942 year of play

  Amphibious: Can use this Event with Amphibious At-
tack.

  Paratroops: Can use this Event with Paratroops Event.

  Soviet Only: Soviet play only.

  Western Allies Only: Western Allied play only.

  Blitzkrieg: Can use this Event with Blitzkrieg Attack. 

12.2 Allied Only Event Card Example
The game contains Allied-Only Event cards. Following is an 
example (see the Axis Bot Player Aid Card #2 for a compendium 
of all Event cards):

Artillery & Partisans
Use. Any Land Conflict.
Effect. The Allied player may oblige 
the Axis player to reroll one die of the 
Allied player’s choice, unless the Area 
was originally under Allied control at 
the 1941 game start through map pre-
printed control symbols (e.g., Greece), 
in which case the Allied player may 
oblige the Axis player to reroll one or 
two dice of the Allied player’s choice.

After Use. Retain if victorious, otherwise return to the Allied 
Event Deck/Array.

12.3 Axis Only Event Card Example
Franco
Use. For an Axis Event Conflict.
Effect. Place an Axis Control marker 
and yellow block in Spain. No Land or 
Blitzkrieg Attack may be made from 
Spain during the player’s turn during 
which these markers are placed. Draw 
the top card from the Axis Conflict 
card deck and increase the Axis Hand 
Size by one.
If Spain subsequently becomes Allied 

controlled, the Axis discards the yellow block, one random 
Conflict card from the Axis player’s Hand, and reduces the Axis 
Card Hand Size by one.
After Use. Remove this card from the game.

12.4 Allied or Axis Event Card Example
War Production
Use. For an Allied or Axis Event 
Conflict.
Effect. Draw top card from your Con-
flict card deck: increase your side’s 
Hand Size by one.
After Use. Recyclable card: Place card 
in the box top after use.
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13.0 OptionalRules
You do not need to use any of the optional rules to fully enjoy this 
game. It’s all a matter of personal taste which optional rule(s), 
if any, you and your opponent(s) choose to use.

We have provided these optional rules for those players who 
want more game replayabilty, game depth, or want to balance 
games between players of different experience or skill level. 
Furthermore, we fully expect many players to develop their 
own house rules. Just make sure you agree what rules you are 
playing by prior to starting play!

Before detailing the rules, here is our assessment of the broad 
impact of each on player balance:

Rule Effect on Balance
Side Selection by 
Game Experience (13.1) Neutral
Bidding for Sides (13.2) Neutral
The Royal Navy (13.3) Allied advantage
Festung Europa (13.4) Axis advantage
“We Will Fight Them 
on the Beaches ...” (13.5) Allied advantage
More Fighting 
on the Beaches (13.6) Allied advantage
Blitzkrieg Limitation (13.7) Allied then Axis advantage
Shifting Fortunes (13.8) Axis then Allied advantage
Emergency Acquisition (13.9) Neutral 
Passage of Time (13.10) Neutral
Fronts (13.11) Neutral

13.1 Side Selection by Player Experience
When using this rule, the player more experienced with the game 
must take the Allied side.

Why? In outline, the Allied player has to cope with:
• Restrictions on the Conflict card suit to use for Soviet and 

Western Allies (6.5.3.4).
• Operation Barbarossa (6.7.2).
• An initial disadvantage in cards and Events (10.2.1.1, 

10.2.2.1).

Typically, the Allied side can be harder to play until you become 
experienced with the game’s mechanics, Conflict cards, Event 
cards, and strategies. 

This rule, with good player attitude (e.g., an experienced player 
helping a “newbie” learn the system), should result in a more 
balanced and enjoyable contest by both participants.

13.2 Bidding for Sides
Effects. Each player takes six Axis Control markers and secretly 
selects any number of them—or none—puts them in his palm, 
and closes his fist. Both players simultaneously reveal the num-
ber of markers, if any, in their hands.

• The player with the fewer number of markers is the Axis. 
The number of markers that player chose is the number of 
Events the player receives in the Pre-Game Random Event 
Draw (10.2.2.2).

• If both players chose the same number of markers, each player 
rolls three dice. The player rolling higher is the Axis. (If a 
tie, re-roll until there’s no tie.) The number of markers the 
player chose is the number of Events the Axis player receives 
in the Pre-Game Random Event Draw.

• In addition, the Allied player receives one extra Conflict card 
at setup. Remember to adjust the marker on the Hand Size 
Track.

Note: It is recommended to use this rule only when both players 
are equally experienced with the game.

13.3 The Royal Navy
Background. The Allies did have one key advantage, even in 
the dark days of the Spring of 1941: the British Royal Navy.

Effects. Players who seek either a greater challenge as the Axis, 
or who wish to give the Allies a boost, may use either version 
of this rule: Historical or Free Placement.

Historical. During setup, the Allied player may put a Fleet in 
any one or more of the following (maximum of three):
• Irish Sea
• Levantine Sea
• Strait Sea Zone (by Gibraltar) 

Note: The greater the number of Fleets placed, the greater 
the challenge to the Axis. In addition, the locations are rated 
in decreasing order of value.  

Free Placement. At setup, the Allied player may place a total 
of up to three Fleets in any Sea Zones except: Black Sea, Baltic 
Sea, White Sea, or Skaggerak.

13.4 Festung Europa
Background. As Axis fortunes declined, their ability to fanati-
cally defend territory became ever more daunting, and required 
a greater toll in blood from their Allied nemesis.

Prerequisites. The following rule is in effect whenever the 
Axis player is defending an attack against a Land Area, and 
has a Fortification marker there, and either (or both) of the 
following applies:
• The Axis card Hand Size is six or less and/or
• The Axis player is defending Berlin (regardless of the Axis 

Card Hand size).

Effects. Replace the existing die replacement for Fortification 
Effects (7.5) with the following:

If the Land Area has a Production Center, the Axis player may 
choose to do either of the following:
• Change one Axis die to a 6.
• Force the Allied player to reroll up to two dice chosen by the 

Axis player.
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If the Land Area does not have a Production Center, the Axis 
player may choose to do either of the following:
• Change one Axis die to a 5.
• Force the Allied player to reroll one die chosen by the Axis 

player.
The decision of which option to use with any die/dice roll must 
be made before rolling.

Note: If players find this optional rule providing too great an 
advantage to the Axis, ignore the Allied Conflict dice reroll 
or limit it to a single die.  

13.5 “We Will Fight Them on the Beaches”
Background. England and Gibraltar were girded for invasion 
in early 1941.

Effects. During setup, the Allied player may put a Fortification 
marker in each of the following:
• Gibraltar
• London

13.6 More Fighting on the Beaches
Background: This is another representation of the British 
preparations for invasion. 

Effects. This rule applies when the Allied player is defending a 
Land attack against Gibraltar or London and has a Fortification 
marker there.

Instead of the existing die replacement for Fortification Effects 
(7.5), the Allied player may choose to do either of the following:
• Change one Allied die to a 6.
• Force the Axis player to reroll up to two dice chosen by the 

Allied player.

The decision of which option to use with any die/dice roll must 
be made before rolling.

13.7 Blitzkrieg Limitation
Background. The massive mechanized mobile offensives of the 
Second World War had to pause for reasons of logistics, weather, 
or a combination of factors. Think of Operation Barbarossa 
stalling due to the Russian Winter, or the Allies’ 1944 breakout 
from their Normandy Beachheads grinding to a halt as it closed 
in on the Reich’s heartland.

Effects. This optional rule allows players to experience this 
frustrating effect:
• Each player’s turn record cylinder has a star imprinted on one 

of its bases. When the star is facing up, it is noting Blitzkrieg 
Attacks Allowed and the other side is Blitzkrieg Attacks 
Paused.

• Both players start the game with these markers on their 
Blitzkrieg Attacks Allowed side.

• As soon as a player concludes a turn’s Blitzkrieg (7.9.2) he 
must flip his cylinder to its Blitzkrieg Attacks Paused side.

• At the conclusion of that player’s next turn, the player flips 
the cylinder back to its starred Blitzkrieg Attacks Allowed 
side.

• A player may not launch any Blitzkriegs when his turn record 
cylinder is on its Blitzkrieg Attacks Paused side.

Players’ Note: This optional rule is recommended when an 
experienced player is up against a novice since it provides the 
novice respite from what would otherwise be two consecu-
tive turns of Blitz Attack pummeling. The novice, of course, 
should be allowed to make Blitzkriegs on consecutive turns.  

13.8 Shifting Fortunes
Background. As opposed to the basic game, this optional rule 
differently (and perhaps better) simulates the tremendous initial 
Axis advantage, particularly against the Soviet Union. This 
advantage diminishes over time. Eventually, the quality of the 
Axis Conflict card Deck begins to deteriorate, and the game’s 
strategic balance begins to swing inexorably to the Allies—if 
they survive.

Effects. First, at setup, make the following adjustments before 
dealing the Starting Conflict card hands:
• From the Allied Deck, remove the following six Conflict 

cards, and put them aside (six cards):
◦ Soviet: Lieutenant-General (11), Field Marshal (12), 

Supreme Commander (13), and Saboteur (1)
◦ Western Allied: Major General (10) and Lieutenant-

General (11)
• From the Axis Deck, remove the 2, 3, and 4 of each Conflict 

card suit (six cards total), and put them aside.

Then, whenever the Allied player needs to Reshuffle (5.4), make 
the following adjustments:
• For the Allies: randomly select two of their set-aside cards 

and add them (without disclosing them to the Axis player) 
to the deck that is to be reshuffled.

• For the Axis: randomly select one of their set-aside cards 
and add it (without disclosing it to the Allied player) to 
somewhere in the Axis discard pile.

Finally, after the second Axis Reshuffle, whenever the Axis 
player needs to Reshuffle, make the following adjustments:
• Gather all the Axis 11’s, 12’s, 13’s, and 1’s from their Conflict 

card Deck (eight cards total), and put them in a separate pile.
• Randomly select one of the set aside cards, and remove it 

from the Deck, without disclosing it to the Allied player. That 
card is permanently removed from the game.

• Put all the remaining Axis Conflict cards together, and 
Reshuffle.

Note: Therefore, on the third Reshuffle, the Axis Deck de-
grades by one Conflict card, on the fourth reshuffle it degrades 
by a further card (for a total of two) and so on.  
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Allied Time Pressure to Victory. Should half or more Axis 
Bonus Conflict cards and Saboteurs be removed from play (four 
such cards is half), the Allied player must achieve victory before 
three more Allied Conflict card Deck reshuffles. If by the third 
reshuffle the Allies have not won, the game is declared a draw: 
unless the Axis wins the game prior to that (9.0).

Players should keep a side record of each reshuffle.

13.9 Emergency Event Card Acquisition
Background. When play-testing this game, there were gamers 
who did not like how a quirk of the dice and cards could place 
them into what seemed an almost irrecoverable situation. Or, if 
they were ahead, some testers did not like being unable to ac-
celerate the pace of play by acquiring Events which could help 
them achieve final victory. If this describes your experience or 
desires as a gamer, this optional rule could be for you (with your 
opponent’s consent, of course).

Emergency Acquisition Declaration. In Step 1 of every Con-
flict Resolution, before playing any Events, the Active player 
must ask the opposing player if there is to be an Emergency 
Acquisition attempt. If the opposing player declines the oppor-
tunity, play continues as normal. If the opposing player (now 
the Interrupting Player) declares an Emergency Acquisition 
attempt, play is interrupted according to the following rules, 
which contain eight steps. After resolution of the Emergency 
Acquisition attempt (or attempts), play returns to Step 1 of the 
Conflict Resolution.

Emergency Acquisition Resolution. The Interrupting Player 
resolves the Emergency Acquisition as follows:
1. The Interrupting Player selects any available Event (as if 

selecting an Event Action in the Interrupting Player’s own 
turn).

2. The Interrupting Player chooses one of the following:
(a) To decrease the Hand Size of the Interrupting Player’s 

by one.
(b) To increase the Hand Size of the opponent by one. 

Exception: This option may not be selected if the 
opponent’s Hand Size is at the maximum. 

3. Adjust the marker on the appropriate side’s Hand Size Track.
4. The Interrupting Player selects a Conflict Card from his Hand 

and discards it.
5. The Interrupting Player rolls three dice. If the discarded 

card was an Lieutenant-General, Field Marshal, or Supreme 
Commander, the Interrupting Player may use the card’s 
Special Properties to reroll.

6. If the dice total is less than the value of the discarded card, 
the Interrupting Player takes the Event. If the dice total 
is more than or equal to the value of the discarded card, 
the Emergency Acquisition attempt has failed and the 
interrupting player does not take the Event.

7. If the Interrupting Player chose to increase the size of the 
opponent’s hand by one, both players draw a Conflict Card. 
(If a Reshuffle is triggered, it is resolved as normal.)

8. The Interrupting Player decides whether to continue 
with another Emergency Acquisition attempt. If so, the 
Interrupting Player starts again as at paragraph 1, above. 
Otherwise, play returns to the original Conflict Resolution.

Other than the limits imposed by Hand Size, there is no limit 
on the number of Emergency Acquisition attempts a player may 
make before play returns to the Conflict Resolution.

Example: It is the Axis player’s turn and a mighty Attack upon 
Moscow is announced. The Axis Hand Size is 8 and the Allied 
Hand Size is 6. The Axis player asks the Allied player if there is 
to be an Emergency Acquisition attempt. There is!

The Allied player:
• Selects Chuikov as the Event to be acquired.
• Elects to reduce his Hand Size by one, down to 5. 
• Discards an 8.
• Rolls 8 on three dice. Unsuccessful! (In hindsight, it was a 

foolish risk.)

With a sigh, the still desperate Allied player announces another 
Emergency Acquisition attempt. The Allied player:
• Selects Chuikov as the Event to be acquired.
• Elects to increase the Axis Hand Size by one to 9.
• Discards a Western Allied Lieutenant-General worth 11.
• Rolls 10 on three dice (after using the reroll Special Property 

on one die). Success!
• Takes Chuikov. 
• Both players draw a Conflict Card.

The Allied player decides to forego any more Emergency Acqui-
sition attempts. Play returns to the Conflict Resolution for the 
attack on Moscow; but the Allied player now has the Chuikov 
Event, which provides an extra die to defend the Soviet Capital.

Design Note: Emergency Acquisition attempts can greatly 
influence a game. However, each is something of a double-
edged sword, due to the effect on Hand Size.
Emergency Acquisition could be used to prepare for future 
offensive actions. In the preceding example, presume the 
Allied player already had Chuikov. In that case, the sought 
Event might have been T34’s & Shermans for the upcoming 
Allied Turn in case Moscow falls, or to take advantage of an 
offensive opportunity elsewhere on the map.
Another potential advantage of the Emergency Acquisition 
rule is that each time it is used with the option of increasing 
your opponent’s Hand Size, a replacement Conflict Card is 
drawn for the one played to resolve the attempt. With luck, 
a really good card could be drawn for the upcoming Conflict 
Resolution. In the preceding example, imagine the Allied 
player’s delight in selecting the Soviet Supreme Commander 
(value 13) card to replace the discarded Western Allied 
Lieutenant-General.  
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13.10 Passage of Time (6 Mos. Turns)
Background. This rule structures certain Events not being avail-
able at game start but coming into play along roughly historical 
lines (e.g., no V-Rockets during 1941). 

Effects. To accomplish this, the rule uses Time Periods (of ap-
proximately six months) and a special Calendar printed on a 
separate Player Aid Card (PAC #3) to track the passage of time. 
Although you may still achieve automatic Victory, this rule 
creates the possibility of the game ending in a Sudden Death 
Victory for one side or the other through a die roll (13.10.2).

The potential increased number of card decks this option could 
use may result in a much longer game. It could also see more 
Control markers being deployed on the map, as players have 
more time to develop strategies. This option, if used in the “Fog 
of War” Solitaire Mode #1 (15.1), or Solitaire Mode #2 (the 
Axis “Bot”), can offer an interesting and entertaining gaming 
experience.

13.10.1 Tracking Time Periods
Each player uses the relevant Time Record marker on the 
Calendar.

At the start of the game, place the Time Record marker for each 
side in the relevant column of the row for the first Time Period, 
duly marked Start.

During the game, advance your Time Record marker to the next 
Time Period on the Calendar, each time you reshuffle.

Exception: Do not advance the marker if, at the time of the 
Reshuffle, your marker is on a later Time Period than your op-
ponent’s marker. In other words, if your marker is first into a 
Time Period, it must wait there for the opponent’s marker before 
becoming eligible to advance.

Example: The Axis Time Record marker is on the 1941 Second 
half row of the Calendar (Time Period #2), and the Allied Time 
Record marker is on the 1942 First half row of the Calendar 
(Time Period #3). An Axis reshuffle means the Axis marker must 
be advanced on the Calendar. An Allied reshuffle has no effect 
on the Calendar.

For each row of the Calendar after the first, when both sides 
first have their Time Record markers on the same row of the 
Calendar:
• Interrupt play
• Follow any instructions shown in the far right “Notes” column
• Put the indicated newly available Events in their appropriate 

Event Card Deck/Array
• Restart play where you left off (unless the game ends)

Events listed on the Calendar as being available at a particular 
Time Period are put to one side at the start of the game. All other 
Events are available at the start of the game.

Note: Removal of Events as previously described influ-
ences the Events available when starting a game. The Allied 
selection is particularly limited. This is a deliberate design 
constraint and with equally experienced players can make for 
a real Allied challenge. Players should feel free to tinker with 
these rules and related Event availability to achieve what they 
believe is a more balanced approach.

If you use this optional rule:
• Its effects supersede all other Event availability constraints 

in the regular game. For example, unlike the regular game, 
no Strategic Bombing Events are available at the start, and 
when both Time Record markers reach the 1943 First half 
row (Time Period #5), the fourth Strategic Bombing Event 
card becomes available.

• If, when the Axis Reshuffles, the Allied Hand is at the 
Maximum Hand Size of 12, the Axis Hand is reduced by one. 
Exception: Do not reduce the Hand Size if the Axis player 
plays Albert Speer.

13.10.2 Sudden Death Game End
As of 1943 First half (Time Period #6), there is the possibility 
of the game ending by Sudden Death Die Roll (SDDR). This is 
instead of the End of the Game Time Limit Victory.
• SDDR occurs immediately before resolving Year End Bonus 

Events. Obviously, if SDDR results in the game ending, there 
is no need to resolve Year End Bonuses.

• Before rolling the SDDR die, the player with the larger Hand 
Size first declares if he is going to modify the SDDR. (If 
Hand Sizes are identical, the Axis player declares first.) For 
each reduction of two in Hand Size by this player, there is 
a cumulative –1 modifier. Adjust the marker on the Hand of 
Cards track accordingly.

• Thereafter, the other player may declare if he is going to 
modify the SDDR. For each reduction of two in Hand Size 
by this player, there is a cumulative +1 modifier. Adjust the 
marker on the Hand Size Track accordingly.

• The player with the larger Hand Size rolls a die. (If the Hand 
Sizes are identical, the Allied player rolls the die.) If the 
designated result is a number within the original or modified 
result range, the game is over and players adjudicate Victory 
per below (13.10.3).

Example: Assume the game is to end on a roll of 1-2. The player 
in the lead adjusts his Hand Size by six. That gives a –3 modi-
fier. The other player responds by adjusting his Hand Size by 
two. That gives a +1 modifier, so the net modifier is –2. If the 
die roll is 1-4, the game ends.

13.10.3 Magnitude of Victory
Unless conditions for automatic Victory are achieved, whichever 
side has the greater Hand Size at Sudden Death Game End wins 
that game. 

A victor, Axis or Allies, is determined by which player has the 
larger Hand Size per placement of their respective markers on 
the Hand Size Track.
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The player with the larger Hand Size wins. Different levels of 
Victory are possible when a game ends by Sudden Death:
• Decisive Victory: A difference of Hand Size of 6 or More
• Substantial Victory: A difference of Hand Size of 3-5
• Marginal Victory: A difference of Hand Size of 1-2.

If both players have the same Hand Size, this is a tie. In histori-
cal terms this is a Notional Allied Victory as the Axis just won 
the dubious notoriety of having an Atomic Bomb detonated 
over Berlin.

13.11 Fronts
Background. During playtesting, some veteran gamers disliked 
the ability of Generals and other Reusable Events to almost 
instantaneously teleport from one end of the map to the other. 
For example, from participating in a Land Conflict to seize 
Moscow on one turn, and then attempting an Amphibious Attack 
on London the very next turn.

Another grouse of veteran gamers during play testing was how 
Reusable Events ( ) could materialize for a player’s use, out of 
an isolated single Land Area lacking a line of communications, 
back to that side’s homeland.

This optional rule addresses these concerns. It is recommended 
this rule only be used in conjunction with the Passage of Time 
optional rule; although players could use it for the one year per 
turn versions of the game if they so choose.

13.11.1 The Fronts
The map is divided into the following Fronts:

Front Description
Mediterranean All Mediterranean Sea Zones, and Land 

Areas adjacent to those Sea Zones.

East All Soviet Union Land Areas, and Land 
Areas and Sea Zones adjacent to the 
Soviet Union.

West All other Land Areas and Sea Zones on 
the map.

Using a blank sheet of paper, players should rule three large 
boxes capable of holding face-up Event cards being transferred 
between Fronts. Label them “Mediterranean”, “East”, and 
“West”.

13.11.2 Dual Front Exceptions
Berlin, Austria and Prussia are considered both East and West 
Front Spaces. Persia is considered both an East and Mediter-
ranean Front Space.

Transferring Events. After using a Reusable Event, turn it over 
and put it in the appropriate Front Box according to where it 
was used. For Dual Front Areas, you may freely choose which 
of the two Front Boxes to use.

Lines of Communication. You may reuse a Reusable Event ( ) 
for Conflicts within its designated Front only as per the game’s 
usual rules. However, if you want to transfer an Event to another 
Front, there must be a Line of Communications (LOC) from 
the Area or Zone where the Event was used. An LOC is a path 
of connected, friendly controlled, Land Areas or Sea Zones, or 
any combination of them, to the Home Core Area. An Event 
within a Front can be used anywhere within that Front without 
regard of LOC.

13.11.3 Home Core Area
These Areas are:
• Axis: Berlin and its adjacent Land Areas.
• Western Allied: London and its adjacent Land Area and Sea 

Zones. If all Home Core Area Land Areas and Sea Zones 
become Axis Controlled, the game is automatically over and 
adjudicated per 13.10.3.

• Soviet Allied: Moscow and its adjacent Land Areas. If all 
Home Core Area Land Areas become Axis Controlled, the 
game is automatically over and adjudicated per 13.10.3.

Example One: Second half 1942. The Axis player through use 
of Paratroops, has seized control of London. On the next Al-
lied turn of this Time Period, the Allies could precipitate Land 
Conflict out of adjacent Scotland and use Gen. Patton, T34’s 
& Shermans, and Artillery & Partisans for a significantly 
powerful counter-strike.

Example Two: First half 1943. The Axis player has conquered 
the Balkans (Yugoslavia and Greece) and has been enjoying 
success in North Africa, having driven the Allies back with an 
offensive from Libya to seize Tobruk, Egypt, and the Production 
Center of Suez. It is the Allied turn. Rather than directly confront 
Axis might on the ground, the Allies take their counter-move to 
the Sea. All Mediterranean Sea Zones, save the Allied controlled 
Sicilian Sea Zone, are uncontrolled. The Allied turn concludes 
with Allied Control markers on the Sicilian, Central Med, and 
Aegean Sea Zones. On their next turn, the Axis player could 
not use any Reusable Events employed during the previous turn 
in the Mediterranean to resolve a Land Conflict in the East or 
West without without breaking Allied control of at least one of 
the aforementioned Sea Zones.
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14.0 Multi-Player Mode
14.1 Introduction
Hitler’s Reich may be played by two, three or four players. In 
four player games, each pair of players forms a team. In a three 
player game, one pair forms a team and the remaining player 
takes the opposing side. It is suggested that the two most expe-
rienced players be on opposite sides, and that the more experi-
enced of those two take the Allies. Teams may also be formed 
by rolling dice, with the player with the highest roll going first, 
or by having the two players with the highest rolls forming one 
team, and the other two players taking the opposing side.

14.2 Cooperative or Competitive Team Game
Team games may be either Cooperative or Competitive. Players 
must decide before choosing sides whether the game will be 
scored as a Cooperative or a Competitive Game.
• In a Competitive Game only one player on the winning team 

gains credit for the victory. His teammate gains an “assist” 
and an honorable mention as a “survivor”.

• In a Cooperative Game, a team either wins as a team or loses 
as a team. Credit or blame is shared equally, regardless of 
the situation shown on the map at game’s end.

• In a Competitive Tournament Game, one player on the 
winning team gains the credit for victory. This is known as 
scoring a Goal. The other player on the winning team gains 
an Assist. In tournament play points are awarded for each 
side’s performance: a Goal is worth 3 points; an Assist is 
worth 2 points. One or both players on the losing side may 
gain a Survivor credit. In tournament play, a Survivor credit 
is worth 1 point (see 14.7).

• Another alternative is for a team to play a side once and 
then switch to play a second game as that side’s opponent; 
e.g., in the first game the team plays as the Axis; in the next 
game that team plays as the Allies. Compare each player’s 
cumulative score for the two (or more) games played. The 
player with the highest score is the game series winner.

14.3 Team Game for Four Players
In the Team Game, four players separate into two teams. The 
Axis Team consists of the German player and the Italian player; 
the Allied Team consists of the Western Allied player and the 
Soviet Allied player. If players cannot come to an agreement as 
to which half of their team each will play, each rolls three dice 
and the higher gets his choice (keep rolling until there is no tie).

14.4 Lead Player
Each team has a Lead Player. At the start of the game, the Ger-
man and Western Allied players are the Lead Players for their 
respective teams. The Lead Player literally (and figuratively) 
holds all the Conflict cards. The Lead Player has the final deci-
sion over what Action to take and what Conflict card or Event 
to play; for exceptions see 14.5 & 14.6.

The Lead Player, however, can shift during the course of play. 
At the Start of a Team’s game turn, the Lead Player inspects the 
team’s Conflict Card Hand:

• Axis Lead Player: If the highest value card in the Axis Hand 
is a German Cross, the German is the Lead Player. If it is a 
Fascist Symbol, the Italian is the Lead Player. If there is a 
tie, the German Cross wins and the Germans are the Lead. 
If the highest is a Double Agent, however, the Italians take 
the Lead. Exception: If Italy has surrendered, or if Rome 
is Allied Controlled, the Italian player may not be the Lead 
Player. That player serves as a “consigliari” (consultant) to 
the German player. This can still be a fun gaming experience.

• Allied Lead Player: If the highest value card in the Allied 
hand is a White Star/Roundel, the Western Allied player is 
the Lead Player. If it is a Red Star, the Soviet player is the 
Lead Player. If there is a tie, the White Star/Roundel wins 
and the Western Allied player is the Lead. If the highest is a 
Double Agent, however, the Soviets take the Lead. Even if 
Moscow or London is in Axis Control, such a situation has 
no effect upon deciding which of the Allies is the Lead Player 
(due to the depth of Soviet resources and the influence and 
economic might of the United States).

14.5 Player Card Prerogatives
Although there is always a Lead Player on a team, each player 
on that team has certain Conflict Card prerogatives. These are 
as follows:
• German Player: The Lead Player may not play the Double 

Agent, Lieutenant-General (11), Field Marshal (12) or 
Supreme Commander (13) of the Italian Fascist Suit without 
the Italian player’s permission. If the Italian player does not 
give that permission, the German Lead Player must choose 
a different card.

• Italian Player: The Lead Player may not play the Double 
Agent, Lieutenant-General (11), Field Marshal (12) or 
Supreme Commander (13) of the German Symbol Suit 
without the German player’s permission. If the German player 
does not give that permission, the Italian Lead Player must 
choose a different card.

• Western Allied Player: The Lead Player may not play the 
Double Agent, Lieutenant-General (11), Field Marshal (12) 
or Supreme Commander (13) of the Soviet Red card Suit 
without the Soviet player’s permission. If the Soviet player 
does not give that permission, the Western Allied Lead Player 
must choose a different card. Exception: if the Allies are 
required to play a Soviet Red Star card, and one or more of 
the Double Agent, Lieutenant-General (11), Field Marshal 
(12) or Supreme Commander (13) are the only Soviet Red 
Star cards in the Allied hand, then one of them, of the Soviet 
player’s choice, must be played.
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• Soviet Player: The Lead Player may not play the Double 
Agent, Lieutenant-General (11), Field Marshal (USA General 
of the Armies) or Supreme Commander (13) of the White Star 
Suit without the Western player’s permission. If the Western 
player does not give that permission, the Soviet Lead Player 
must choose a different card.

Design Note: The “Lead Player”, therefore, does not have 
omnipotent power over his ally… much as was the case 
historically between the Germans and Italians, as well as the 
Soviets and Western Allies… who did disagree on multiple 
occasions. A two-player team can emulate this.

14.6 Combat and Event Play Intervention
Although there is always a Lead Player on a team, the other 
player on that team may at times play an Event, or determine 
play of the Conflict card to resolve a Conflict Action, even if 
the Lead Player fails to do so or disagrees. 
• German Player: Should the Italian player have the Lead and 

fail or refuse to do so, the German player may intervene and 
play any Event card or Conflict card (German only, subject 
to 14.5) in the Axis hand that will add or modify the dice in 
a Land or Sea Conflict, or to respond to an attempt by the 
Allies to gain Strategic Bombing or Turncoats or any 
other Event card.

• Italian Player: Should the German player have the Lead 
and fail or refuse to do so, the Italian player may intervene 
and play any Event or Conflict card (Fascist/Italian only, 
subject to 14.5) in the Axis hand that will add or modify the 
dice in (a) any Land or Sea Conflict in the Mediterranean, 
or (b) an attempt to obtain Vichy Defects! or any other 
Event card. The Mediterranean includes all Sea Zones in the 
Mediterranean (from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Levantine, 
inclusive) and all Land Areas that are adjacent to any of those 
Zones.

• Western Player: Should the Soviet player have the Lead 
and fail or refuse to do so, the Western player may intervene 
and play any Event or Conflict Card (Western Allied only, 
subject to 14.5) in the Allied hand that will add or modify 
the dice in any Land or Sea Conflict where a Western Allied 
Control marker is printed or present, or where a Western 
Powers Production Center is located, or in response to an 
attempt by the Axis to gain V-Rockets, Wolfpack, Iraqi 
Revolt or Franco or any other Event card.

• Soviet Player: Should the Western Powers player have 
the Lead and fail or refuse to do so, the Soviet player may 
intervene and play any Event or Conflict Card (Soviet only, 
subject to 14.5) in the Allied hand that will add or modify 
the dice in any Land or Sea Conflict where a Soviet Power 
Control marker is printed or present, or where a Soviet Power 
Production Center is located. The Soviet player may also so 
intervene, with Soviet cards only, should the Axis attempt 
securing an Event card. Otherwise, the Western Allied 
player’s choice stands.

14.7 Goal Credits
Capitulation Victory (9.3): If the Axis side wins by defeating 
the Soviet Union (taking control of all six Soviet Production 
Centers), the German player scores the Goal. If the Axis wins 
by defeating the Western Allied Powers (taking control of all 
Six Western Allied Production Centers) the Italian player scores 
the Goal. If an Axis victory is attained via Sudden Death Card 
Victory (9.1) or Capitals Capture (9.2) the following applies:
• The German player gains one point for each Soviet 

Production Center in Axis Control and loses one point for 
each Axis Production Center in Allied Control.

• The Italian player gains one point for each Western Allied 
Production Center in Axis Control, and loses one point for 
each of the following Production Centers in Allied control: 
Gibraltar, Suez and Iraq. 

• Whichever Axis player has the most points wins the Goal. If 
there is a tie, the Italian player gains the Goal (as a balance to 
account for their weaker position). Exception: If in an Axis 
Victory Rome is in Allied Control or if Italy Surrendered, 
the Italian player may only gain an Assist, and the German 
player gains the Goal by default.

• If the Axis wins by end of Game Time Limit (9.5), both Axis 
players gain an Assist. Neither receives a Goal.

Allied Goals
If there is an Allied win, each Allied player scores one point for 
each Production Center in their control. 
• Thus the Soviet player gains one point for each Axis 

Production Center marked with a Soviet Allied Control 
marker and one for each Soviet Production Center still in 
Soviet control.

• The Western Allied player gains one point for each Axis 
Production Center marked with a Western Allied Control 
marker and one for each Western Production Center still in 
Western control.

• Each player also loses one point for each of their original 
Production Centers still in Axis control. The player with the 
most points gets a Goal and his partner an Assist. If there is 
a tie, whichever holds more Axis Production Centers than 
the other wins; if still tied, victory goes to the Allied player 
whose Control marker is on Berlin. If there is still a tie, neither 
Allied player gains a Goal. Both are awarded an Assist.

Exceptions: If in an Allied Victory London is in Axis control and 
Moscow is in Allied control, the Soviet player gains the Goal, 
regardless of points. If in an Allied Victory Moscow is in Axis 
control and London is in Allied Control, the Western player gains 
the Goal, regardless of points. The Allied player not getting a 
Goal receives an Assist.
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Survivor Credit
If the Axis loses the game (worth 1 Point, re: Competitive 
Tournament play):
• The German player gains a Survivor credit if the Axis retains 

control of Berlin.
• The Italian player gains a Survivor credit if the Axis retains 

control of Rome and Italy has not surrendered.

If the Allies lose:
• The Western player gains a Survivor credit if the Allies retain 

control of London.
• The Soviet player gains a Survivor credit if the Allies retain 

control of Moscow.

14.8 Three Player Game
In a three player game, two players form a team and choose a 
side; the third player takes control of the opposing side. The 
two players working as a team must abide by all of the rules of 
team play (14.2-14.7).

If playing a Competitive Game, the individual playing on his 
own gains a Goal if that side wins. If the single player’s side 
loses, that player gains a Survivor Credit if, as the Axis, Berlin 
is in Axis Control at game end, or if, as the Allies, both London 
and Moscow are in Allied Control at game’s end.

15.0 Solitaire Modes
15.1 Mode #1: The Fog of War
15.11 Introduction
Unless a game is specifically designed for solitaire play, with 
tables, flowcharts, and extensive rules to impart a kind of Artifi-
cial Intelligence for the player to contend against, most solitaire 
play consists of a player assuming a kind of split personality 
attitude: trying to do the best one can when playing each side, 
(hopefully) while being entertained and mentally engaged in 
a fun way.

You can certainly play Hitler’s Reich in this fashion, as success-
fully done by several play-testers during the game’s develop-
ment. The solitaire version provided here requires at least part 
of that split personality approach. However, in solitaire play 
there is one great difference from the two player version: you 
generally will not know the Axis or Allied card being played to 
resolve a conflict until there’s a need to play a card.

An astute player will therefore do what he can to assure each 
side having the best possibility of victory, which means acquisi-
tion of Events, and doing everything possible to gain an edge 
through obtaining bonus dice, and so on. 

This should be a challenging puzzle considering how often you 
won’t know the Conflict cards until they’re revealed! Enjoy!

Additionally, the Hitler’s Reich game offers not one, but two 
different methodologies to enjoy solitaire play: this Solitaire 
Mode #1 and Vez Arponin’s Axis “Bot” as its Solitaire Mode #2.

15.12 Card Related Rules
Keep each Conflict Card Deck separate and face down. Deal 
each side its Hand Conflict cards per the game being played 
but keep them face-down and unknown to the player (at least 
for game set-up purposes; these rules do contain exceptions).

Selecting Cards for Conflicts
• For the Axis, randomly select a Conflict card from the Axis 

Hand to resolve each Conflict.
• For the Allies:

◦ For all Event Action Conflicts, randomly select a card 
from the Allied Hand.

◦ For all Land or Sea Conflicts not involving the Soviets, 
randomly select a card from the Allied Hand.

◦ For all Land or Sea Conflicts involving the Soviets, (a) 
Look at the Allied Hand of cards; (b) Extract all Red Star 
and Double Agents; (c) Randomly select a card from 
those extracted; (d) Put all the Allied cards back together, 
randomly sorted, face down.

Note: A Conflict involves the Soviets if it is for an Area or 
Zone that is Soviet Allied controlled, or would be Soviet Al-
lied controlled if the Allies won the Conflict. If both Allies 
could place a control marker, it is the player’s choice as to 
which. Once the player looks at the available Soviet cards, 
he cannot change the Conflict Resolution to Western Allied.

Reorganize Action
Once the player commits to this, it must be carried out. The 
player looks at the selected side’s Hand (Axis or Allied) and, 
as in the two-player version of the game, selects one or more 
cards for discard while lowering that side’s Card Hand size by 
one or raising the Card Hand size of the opposing side by one.

Fortify Action or Reinforce with a Fleet
Once the player commits to this Action, it must be carried out. 
The player looks at that side’s Hand of cards and selects the 
lowest value card, choice of Suit if tied, that is not a Bonus 
card, Double Agent, or Saboteur. If only Bonus cards, Double 
Agent(s), or Saboteurs available, selection of card is the player’s 
choice.

Acquiring a Big Push
Once the player commits to this Action, it must be carried out. 
The player looks at that side’s Hand of cards and selects the 
highest value card to resolve the Action, choice of Suit if tied. 
As the game progresses, the player may choose the moment 
to employ a Big Push marker and may select the Actions he 
believes to be in the best interests of that side.

Card Hand Replenishment
• Whenever a player replenishes a side’s hand of Conflict cards, 

he immediately shuffles those cards together and keeps them 
face down.

• As with the regular game, a player may examine his discard 
pile, which in this case is both decks. However, for a greater 
challenge, the player should refrain from examining the two 
discard decks.
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Axis 1941 Tactical Superiority
During play of the first deck of Axis cards, before rolling dice 
in any Conflict, the player may discard the randomly selected 
Axis card and immediately randomly draw another card from 
the Axis Hand to replace it. This card substitution is limited to 
the Axis hand. The Axis hand is not replenished until Cleanup.

Play Note: Like taking a Reorganize Action, use of this rule 
accelerates the Axis burning through their first deck, and more 
quickly ends restrictions imposed upon the Allies with The 
Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact and making Strategic 
Bombing and Turncoats available to the Allied side.

Allied 1944/1945 Tactical Superiority
After completing the year end sequence for 1943, for the remain-
der of the game, before rolling dice in any Conflict, the player 
may discard the randomly selected Allied card and immediately 
randomly draw another card from the Allied Hand to replace it. 
This card substitution is limited to the Allied hand. The Allied 
hand is not replenished until Cleanup. If a Soviet Conflict card 
is required, go through the deck until one is found and then 
reshuffle the Western Allied cards taken to get to it back into 
the Conflict card deck.

Play Note: Again, like taking a Reorganize Action, use of this 
rule helps the Allies burn through their cards and accelerates 
the pace of the game to its time limit end—unless some form of 
automatic victory is achieved first. Choices, choices, choices.

15.13 Event Related Rules
When setting up the 1941 game, randomly replace any 
immediately-resolved Events (Convoy, War Production, 
Wolfpack) so each side has its allocated maximum number 
of Events (namely three Allied and four Axis) available for the 
first turn of the game.

Make the following changes for the listed Events:
• Enigma: After the Axis reveals its randomly selected card, 

the player, as the Allies, may look at the Allied hand and 
choose a card to play.

• Outfoxed: Opposing side’s card drawn at random. The 
player, before the opposing card is revealed, then may select 
any card of choice from the side who plays this Event (it must 
be Red Star if a Soviet-involved conflict).

• Master Spy: Opposing side’s card drawn at random and 
revealed. The player may then select any card of choice 
from the side who plays this Event (it must be Red Star if a 
Soviet-involved conflict).

15.2 Mode #2: The Axis “Bot”
15.21 Introduction
In the Axis “bot” solitaire mode for Hitler’s Reich, the player 
controls the Allied side while the instructions and flowcharts 
(see Player Aid Card #2) are used to make the action decisions 
for the Non-Player Axis side.

The 1-Player game uses the same sequence of play as the 
2-Player game. Exception: The player must make all Conflict 

and Event card choices before the Non-Player. This is also 
indicated on the Card Selection flowchart.
When it is the Non-Player Axis’ turn to play, use the Action 
Selection flowchart to find the Action that the Axis wish to 
execute. Once the Action has been selected, use the Card Se-
lection flowchart to make Non-Player card selections. For any 
other decisions, use the sections below. See also the Axis “bot” 
Example of Play (15.3) to achieve a better understanding of the 
Axis bot system’s dynamics.

Important: Unless otherwise specified, the regular game 
Rules of Play always apply.  

15.22 Reading the Flowcharts
Beginning at “Start,” follow the arrows per the answer to the 
“diamond” questions until an action box is found. Each action 
box contains priorities laid out in a numbered sequential order 
(1, 2, 3). Execute the priority if able, otherwise, move to the next 
priority until an executable one is found. If no such priority is 
found, follow the If None arrow (they point to the next action 
box or back to the flowchart).
Many sequential priorities contain tie breaker clauses ordered 
by letters (a, b, c). Use the tie breakers if and as needed, one by 
one, to narrow down the action target space selection. See also 
the Axis “bot” Example of Play (15.3).
When the bot seeks acquisition of an Event card and the selected 
card is already in play, re-roll the dice until a result allowing 
Axis acquisition of an available Event card results.

15.23 Abbreviations and Terminology Used
The flowcharts use the following abbreviations.
• 1+, 2+ etc. One or more, two or more.
• Center. Production Center.
• Pact. The Nazi-Soviet Pact.

15.24 Setup
Set up a 1941 game (10.2 or 10.4) as normal, with the follow-
ing exceptions:
• Deal no Hand of Conflict Cards to the Axis. However, do 

place the Axis Card Hand marker in its place on the Hand 
Size Track. Initially and after each Reshuffle (4.1.4 & 4.1.5), 
all Conflict cards are available to the Axis and selected semi-
randomly per the Card Selection flowchart. Once selected and 
played, the card is used and discarded and no longer available 
until after the next Reshuffle. For the ease of access during 
play, separate the German and Fascist/Italian Conflict cards 
and arrange each in card value order 2-13. Set the Saboteurs 
and one Double Agent card beside those decks.

 

Note: Normally deal the Axis the Pre-Game Events as 
well as the Year End Bonus Events. The Non-Player also 
normally Contests for and holds Events in its own visible 
to the player Array.

• The Big Push mechanic is not in use.

 

Note: In this Axis bot solitaire mode, the Nazi-Soviet Pact 
is in force. The Operations Barbarossa, Overlord, and 
Bagration can be used.
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• This Axis bot system is not intended for use with the 1944 
game (10.3).

15.25 Axis Non-Player Rules Exception
If using the Axis “bot” the Non-Player has no Maximum Event 
Holding Limit. The Non-Player automatically Reshuffles its 
Conflict card deck when it contains no Conflict cards of value 
eight or more. The Reshuffle occurs as indicated in the Action 
Selection flowchart.
OPTIONAL: The Non-Player does not forfeit later Bonus 
Actions when losing an earlier such Action.

OPTIONAL: For increased difficulty, whenever the Allied 
player triggers but loses a Conflict over Control of a Sea Zone, 
place an Axis Control marker in that Zone.

15.26 Success Bonus Selection
Consult the Bonus Action Selection box in the flowchart sheet. 
Note that many action boxes stipulate the Bonus Action to be 
conducted thereafter.

Note: As per the Rules of Play, in the case of the Production 
Center bonus, the Bonus Action must be an Event Action. In 
that case, select one random Event from among the Axis Only 
and Axis and Allied Event Deck/Array.  

Action Instructions. The following instructions guide the 
execution of particular Bonus Actions.
• Reinforce with Fleet: Discard the lowest 2+ value card 

available, Italian before German card.
• Fortify: Discard the lowest 2+ value card available, Italian 

before German card.
• Event Action: Select a random Event.
No Reorganize Action: Unlike other versions of the game, the 
bot solitaire game does not permit an Axis Reorganize Action.  It 
is not a possible outcome since the Axis does not have a distinct 
Hand of Conflict cards to Reorganize.
15.27 Reroll and Dice Conversion Priorities
Conduct the rerolls and conversion in the sequential order below.

OPTIONAL: To speed up play, the Player may make these 
decisions on the Non-Player’s behalf (be fair!).

Proceed to reroll Axis or Allied dice per below only if Axis is 
losing or could lose (i.e., if Axis leads now but could lose after 
Allied rerolls/conversions).
1. Convert the lowest value Axis die (unless the value will stay 

the same or go down).
2. Reroll Allied dice larger than 4 only, unless if Axis is losing 

then reroll any dice more than 1.
3. Reroll Axis dice smaller than 3 only, unless if Axis is losing 

then reroll any dice less than 6.

Within each of the above (if and where applicable), use this 
reroll priority order:

1. Allied 6’s
2. The lowest value Axis die
3. The highest value Allied die

15.28 Victory
Determine Game Victory as in the regular Rules of Play (9.0).

15.3 Axis “Bot” Example of Play
By VPJ Arponen

This solitaire example of play goes through the opening Axis 
“bot” move of a 1941 Full Game. The Axis side will be con-
trolled by the flowchart and the priorities listed in the sections 
above.

Set Up and Pre-Game Event Draw. We set up the the scenario 
as we would in a regular 2-player game.

Tip: To speed up play, personally I like to organize the Axis 
Deck/Array of Conflict Cards as follows: I separate the value 
8 to 13 Conflict Cards from the rest and organize each in 
the order of card value setting these piles next to the board 
within easy access. The advantage of doing this is that you 
will find the appropriate Conflict Card more easily as well as 
that you have a better overview of when the Axis runs out of 
the value 8+ Conflict Cards and a Reshuffle is triggered. The 
Allied player, by contrast, is dealt a regular Conflict Card 
Hand corresponding to the marker on the Hand Size Track.

Next, we conduct the Pre-Game Event Draw (10.2.2, 10.2.2.1, 
10.2.2.2). Suppose the following Event cards get drawn:
• Axis: The Bismarck, Gen. Rommel, Gen. Guderian, 

Master Spy.
• Allied: Reserves, War Production, Outfoxed.

We must first automatically resolve the War Production Event. 
The Allied player gets a warmly welcomed increase in their 
Hand Size. Then we are ready to commence play—Axis Turn 
#1: Axis Opening. The Axis are the first to play. Which Action 
are they going to play? To determine this, we get out the Axis 
flowchart sheet and find there the bubble-shaped box marked 
Action Selection Start. Following the arrows, let’s go through 
the chart bit by bit.

First there is a bubble that checks whether it is time to replen-
ish the Axis Conflict Card deck. It is not, as we are right at the 
game start.

Now we arrive at the first decision point: a diamond shaped 
box with a question in it. The diamond asks whether this is the 
first Axis move of 1941? Well, it is indeed, so let us follow the 
Yes-arrow to the action box named Axis Opening.

This box handles the Axis’ first move of the long game scenario 
and won’t be used otherwise. We are using weighted random-
ness to determine the first Axis “bot” move: rolling 1d6 sup-
pose we get the result 5. On a result of 1 to 4 the Axis would 
have pursued an “Eastern Strategy”, while now the less likely 
result of 5 or 6 a “Western Strategy” is chosen. We must now 
roll a second 1d6 to determine which of the options within the 
Western Strategy gets chosen: suppose we roll a 1. This sends 
us to “Conduct box  now”.
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A detail from the Axis “bot” Action Selection flowchart.

An Action Box. You’ll find the box y further down in the chart 
(look for the red-circled y; i.e., ). Each Action box in the 
flowchart has a particular structure: an Action name (e.g., Attack) 
is followed by white preamble text detailing some preliminaries 
that ought to be applied when conducting the chosen Action. 

Selecting Attack Target; Tie Breakers. The box y is named 
Attack. The white preamble text tells us to use The Bismarck 
if it is in the Axis Event Card Hand. By luck, that Event did 
indeed get drawn in the Pre-Game draw! The second sentence of 
the preamble tells us what to do with the Bonus Action that the 
“bot” might earn from the upcoming Attack. We’ll get there later.

Let’s look at the action priorities. In this particular box there is 
only one sequential priority: “1. Attack a Center in a Sea Zone”. 
So let’s look at the map and find all the Sea Zones that have got 
a Center, that is, a Production Center, in them. These are the 
Irish and the North Sea Zones. The “bot” may Attack a single 
Zone only, so which one is it going to be?

This particular action box provides a set of tie breaker clauses 
to resolve ties like this. The tie breakers are ordered by letters 
(a, b, c). To solve ties in space selection, we are to consult the 
tie breakers, one at a time, and move on to the next one only if 
the previous one did not resolve the tie for us.

The first tie breaker says “(a) no enemy Fleet”. Neither the Irish 
nor the North Sea Zone has an enemy Fleet piece in it. Therefore, 
the tie breaker “(a)” does not resolve the tie for us and we need 
to look at the tie breaker “(b) where Axis gets Bonus”.

To resolve this tie breaker we’ll need to know how the sides get 
Bonus Dice (7.4.1). Consulting the rules we note that the Axis 
won’t be receiving a Bonus Die in either of the Sea Zones at 
hand. We must thus pass to the third and final tie breaker: “(c) 
where no one gets Bonus”. Looking again at the rules regard-
ing Bonus Dice, we note that, were the Axis to Attack the Irish 
Sea, the Allies would indeed be receiving the Sea Zone Bonus 
(for being the solo controller of land adjacent to that Sea Zone). 
Therefore, the Irish Sea drops out and leaves us with the North 
Sea as the Attack target.

Card Selection. We have now selected the North Sea as the At-
tack target. Furthermore, as noted above, the preamble specifies 
that the The Bismarck Event will be used (in most other cases, 
the Event selection is not determined by the preamble; see the 
other example below).

We still need to select the Axis Conflict Card to be used in 
this Attack. For that purpose, let’s look at the Card Selection 
flowchart.

The first box in that chart is titled Event Contest?. This time 
we can ignore the box as the preamble tells us to ignore the 
box if the Axis Event card has been selected already (and The 
Bismarck has been).

Next up in the chart is a bubble tells us that now it is time 
for the Allied player to make all their card selections for this 
Conflict Resolution now. I consult my Event and Conflict card 
hands and select to play the Outfoxed Event and one of my 
stronger Conflict cards, the American Field Marshal (General 
of the Army), value 12, and able to reroll up to two dice in the 
Conflict Resolution. I’m determined not to lose the North Sea!

Let’s proceed along the flowchart to the next box named Step 1, 
Select Conflict Card Value. The very first bullet point of the box 
reminds us to see if any Special Event Instructions are applicable 
here. There is a separate Special Event Instruction box for this. 
We note that Outfoxed has been played by the Allied player 
and so the Axis Conflict card is selected randomly by rolling 
2d6. We’ve “outfoxed” the “bot” a little and it risks losing its 
valuable The Bismarck Event card asset.

I roll a 4 and a 4, for a total of eight. That’s the Conflict card’s 
value. I need to roll a second die to determine whether a Ger-
man or Italian value eight card gets played. I get the German 
eight. I now find that card from the Axis deck of Conflict cards.

The cards chosen by the Allied player and the Axis “bot” 
have been laid out on the table. A cylinder marks the location 

of the sea battle. Let’s roll some dice!

Attack Resolution. We’re set for executing the attack. Both 
sides get to roll an initial three dice. I roll Axis 6, 5, 1 (yikes!) and 
Allied 2, 5, 5. Our combined scores are now: Axis 6+5+1+8=20 
versus Allied 2+5+5+12=24.
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The Conflict Resolution procedure continues now with the ap-
plication of the Event effects (7.6). The Bismarck converts the 
Axis 1 to a 5. Therefore, the Axis score improves by four and 
we are tied at 24 versus 24! The Axis “bot” has played a German 
Conflict card which means they will win the tie. For the time 
being, the Axis are winning this attack.

It’s not over yet, however. The Allies have played the Field 
Marshal (General of the Army) which allows me to reroll up to 
two of my own dice. I decide to reroll my 2 but leave the 5’s 
untouched. However, no single die may be rolled more than 
once, so I’m only getting one chance at improving the 2. So I 
reroll, and it is a 2 again! Noooo! Against the odds, the Axis 
beat us 24 to 24 by winning the tie!

Cleanup (7.8). Following their successful Attack, the North Sea 
is now under Axis control and an Axis control marker is placed 
in that Sea Zone. Due to loss of a Production Center, I must im-
mediately choose to discard a Conflict card out of my Hand.  I 
select the lowest value card (obviously). The Axis “bot” retains 
The Bismarck but the card is flipped to indicate its unavailability 
until the next Axis turn (6.5.2.1). The Axis as well as the Allied 
Conflict cards are discarded and Outfoxed goes back to the 
Allied or Axis Event card Deck/Array. Finally, and this hurts, 
the Allies must lower their Hand Size by one for the loss of the 
North Sea Production Center. The Allied Conflict card hand is 
now six cards strong. The Allies draw a new Conflict Card to 
match their Hand Size marker on the track.

Axis Bonus Actions. The Axis “bot” receives two Bonus Ac-
tions: a Success Bonus for a successful Attack, and a Production 
Center Bonus for conquering an Allied Production Center. If a 
human player earns two Bonus Actions but fails to win the first 
of them, the second Bonus Action is forfeited (7.9.1). For greater 
Solitaire player difficulty, the Axis “bot” can be allowed the 
optional rule exception (see 15.25) of not forfeiting subsequent 
Bonus Actions. Since I’m a veteran player, this optional rule is 
in effect, so the Bot has no risk-involved choice of which Bonus 
Action to use first. We select randomly the Bonus Action to be 
executed first: the Success Bonus.

So what is the Success Bonus action going to be? We’ll recall 
that the preamble text of the action box that we’ve been execut-
ing specified that the Bonus Action following the successful 
conquest of a Production Center ought to be to Reinforce the 
Sea Zone with a Fleet (6.3.1).

Reinforce with Fleet. The Action Instructions box on the flow-
chart specifies that, in the execution of this action, the “bot” 
discards the lowest 2 or more value Conflict card (Italian before 
German). I discard the Italian 2 Conflict card and place an Axis 
Fleet in the North Sea.

Event Action. The conquest of a Production Center has given 
the Axis a second Bonus Action: this is always the Event Ac-
tion (6.4). The Action Instructions box specifies that a random 
Event is to be selected. For this, a handy Random Event Table 
is provided.

The Random Event Table.

I roll two dice, a 3 and a 6, which give us War Production. I 
set it up for the Event Action. Let’s consult the Card Selection 
flowchart again to determine the card or cards the Axis “bot” 
will play.

Card Selection. Per the preamble text there, this being a Bonus 
Action, we ignore the Event Contest? box. Next up, the player 
must select his cards for this action. I toss my special Double 
Agent Conflict card (value 10) on the table.

For the Axis “bot” card selection, the box Step 1 has a number 
of sub-steps. Consulting them we find the last bullet point of the 
sub-step 3 to match our case: this is an Event Action Contest, 
so the Axis roll 3d6 when selecting their Conflict card value. 
I roll 3d6 and get: a 4, 6, and a 1, for a total of 11. Per Step 2, 
there is no reduction to this value as the Axis “bot” Hand Size 
is very healthy at its game start level of 8 (I’m playing with the 
optional rule for Axis Conflict card possible value reduction).

In Step 3, we check whether the “bot” plays a Saboteur instead 
of the just selected card. Remember, the “bot” does not know 
what cards the player has played, so sometimes this step can 
cause interesting quirks. I roll …a 1! A random Saboteur it is. 
The German version of that card gets randomly selected.
Finally, at Step 5, no Event card gets selected as the value of 
the chosen Conflict card is too low.

The cards have been played in the Event Action over the Axis 
attempt to gain a War Production card.

Let’s roll the dice then. The Axis roll badly: a 1, 1 and a 5 that 
together with the Saboteur make up a total of 8. The Allied roll 
a lot better: a 4, 1, and a 6, plus the Double Agent, reduced 
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to a value of one through play of the German Saboteur card, 
makes 12. A comfortable win for the Allied player. I perform 
the Cleanup and the Axis first turn is over.
Player Turn #1. I use my turn to initiate an Attack from Yugo-
slavia to Austria. I play the Soviet Saboteur (value 1) and no 
Event card.

Axis Conflict Card Selection. To select the Axis “bot” defensive 
card play, we once again turn to the Card Selection flowchart. 
We read it and see the Event Contest? box is irrelevant. Note 
that the “  Events in Axis Hand < 2” condition is not met even 
while we are told to ignore Gen. Guderian: the Axis have Gen. 
Rommel and The Bismarck—though the latter is unavailable 
for use until the next Axis turn (and would not help defending 
a Land Area such as Austria even were it available).
Next, as the Allied player has already made his card selection, 
we consult the Step 1 box. Look at the sub-step 2 there: the Axis 
is defending a space with a Center, therefore, we are to roll 3d6 
to select the Axis card value. The roll is a 2, 6, and a 2, so a 
card of the value 10 is selected. Next, since this is a value 10 
card, we select whether a German, Italian or the Double Agent 
card—all value 10 cards—will be used. The random selection 
results in the Double Agent getting selected. This is unusual; 
both the Allies and Axis have played their respective Double 
Agent Conflict cards at the very start of play.

Axis Event Card Selection. Finally, now that the Axis have 
selected a Conflict card with a value of more than eight, they 
will beef up their defenses by playing an Event as well. Per the 
Step 4 of the Card Selection flowchart, we are to select a random 
suitable Event. In fact, Gen. Rommel is the only selectable Event 
in the Axis hand right now, so the Axis will use it.

Conflict Dice. Each side rolls 3d6. The rolls come out as fol-
lows: the Axis roll a 2, 3, and 5 while the Allied roll a 2, 1, and 
6. The totals are Axis 2+3+5+1 = 11 versus Allied 2+1+6+1 = 
10. The Axis win this conflict straight away …barely.

We do not need to process the rerolls this time as the conflict 
is already decided, but per the 6.7 Dice Conversion Priorities 
above, Gen. Rommel would have chosen the Allies’ die roll of 
6 to be rerolled. When playing with the Axis “bot”, if you do 
not fancy processing the Dice Conversion Priorities (which can 
in some circumstances get complicated), the player may make 
the Axis reroll decisions themselves—but be fair!

That ends the Allied turn and I perform the Cleanup.

Axis Turn #2. It’s the Axis turn again, so let’s turn to the Selec-
tion flowchart after resolving the Preparation Phase (5.2) which 
flips The Bismarck to its face-up available side. Going through 
the boxes and bubbles one by one, we answer the questions 
posed in the flowchart as follows: no, the Axis won’t Reshuffle 
quite yet; no, the Axis cannot Attack a Capital right now; no, 
the Axis hand size is not less than seven.

Next, we arrive at a die roll based decision point. I roll a 2 and 
proceed to the next question to which the answer is, no, the Axis 
cannot Attack a Center that they themselves controlled but lost to 
the Allies (since the Allies have not yet taken any Axis Centers).

Note that for the next question, there is a little asterisk telling 
us not to take into account opportunities to Attack to or from 
the Soviet Union if the Nazi-Soviet Pact is still in force which it 
is. Still, the answer to the next “diamond” question whether the 
Allied threaten to Attack important and vulnerable Axis targets 
is yes: as we just saw, an Allied Attack from Yugoslavia against 
the Center in Austria is possible.

So let’s follow the Yes-arrow and consult the Attack box. The 
first sequential priority cannot be fulfilled: the Allies do not 
control any Italian areas. The second sequential priority cannot 
be fulfilled either: the Allies do not have the Higgins Boats 
Event in their hand.

However, the third sequential priority can be fulfilled: Yugosla-
via is an Allied controlled area that is adjacent to an unfortified 
Axis controlled Center. This is the only such case on the map 
right now, so we do not need to consult the tie breaker clause (a). 
Note that, while Romania is an Axis controlled Center adjacent 
to an Allied-controlled Land Area, the Allies may not attack 
Romania as the Pact is still in force.

Conflict Resolution. By now the Conflict card selection process 
begins to be familiar so we do not need to detail the steps. As 
the player, I select my cards first. The defense of Yugoslavia 
looks pretty desperate so I throw in a weak-ish Soviet Lieuten-
ant (value 6).

The cards used in the Axis Attack on Yugoslavia.

Conflict Card Selection. The Axis roll 3d6 to select the value 
of the to-be-played Axis Conflict card. I roll: 6, 5, 3 for a total 
of 14, that is, the highest possible value card will be selected. 
Before that, I conduct the Saboteur check (as the Fascist/Italian 
Saboteur Conflict card remains available) and I roll a 4, so no 
Saboteur this time. Finally, I select randomly between the Ger-
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man and the Italian Conflict card. Italian Supreme Commander, 
value 13, with the ability to reroll three dice, gets played.

Event selection. The Axis will also throw in an Event card to 
bolster their already powerful attack. Gen. Rommel (as well 
as The Bismarck) has now become available again and so the 
General is selected to lead the attack.

Conflict Dice. The Axis get a fourth Bonus Die as well as for 
controlling more land adjacent to the Attack space (five versus 
one). I roll the dice. There’s no contest and the overwhelming 
Axis force beats the Allies 29 to 16. Yugoslavia is theirs. I 
perform the Cleanup. An Axis Control marker is placed upon 
Yugoslavia.

Bonus Action. The Axis are rewarded a Success Bonus action 
for their conquest of Yugoslavia. This time the action box is no 
guidance as to what the action will be. We consult the Bonus 
Action Selection box and see that we default to the priority 5: 
we are to follow the Action Selection flowchart when selecting 
the Bonus Action.

Using the Flowchart. Starting at the top, the answers to the 
“diamond” questions are the same as above until we arrive again 
at the die roll based decision point. Suppose this time we roll a 
4 and thus proceed down to the question “Allied Hand Size > 
Current Year – 1941 + 2d6?”. The current year is 1941, and that 
minus 1941 makes zero. The allied hand size is six. Let’s roll the 
2d6 then: I get a 5 and a 6. Therefore, the Allied hand size (6) 
is not larger than 5+6 = 11, so we proceed along the No-arrow.

The next question is “Axis could Attack† Center with ≥ Axis 
than Allied Fleets or no Fortifications?” Yes, the Axis could 
Attack the Irish Sea, so we proceed along the Yes-arrow. The 
question thereafter says “Pact in Force and 1d6 > 4 and this is 
not a Bonus Action?” This is a Bonus Action, so the answer will 
be “No” regardless of the die roll. The next diamond contains 
the question “Axis has The Bismarck?”. Yes, the Axis does 
indeed have the The Bismarck and so we have found our Bonus 
Action. The Bonus Action will be an Attack against the Irish 
Sea Production Center, the only Sea Zone Center that can be 
attacked at this point.

Conflict Card Selection: This is an important battle, so I 
select the most powerful Conflict card remaining in my Hand, 
the Soviet “Field Marshal” with a value of 12.  As luck would 
have it, the Axis bot dice roll results in the German “Supreme 
Commander” being selected with a value of 13.  This will be a 
close-fought Conflict indeed!

Card Selections. The action box tells us to use The Bismarck 
if in the Axis hand, which it is. This is a risky play (because it 
leaves the Eastern front somewhat exposed), but the Allies have 
to put up a good fight here in order not to lose another Production 
Center, so I play my best card, the Soviet Field Marshal (value 
12, reroll up to two dice). The only Event I’ve got is Reserves, 
a card that can only be played in Land Conflict, so I cannot play 
an Event at this time.

Per Step 1 of the card selection procedure, the Axis will choose 
one random top-4 highest value Conflict card. The best Axis 

Conflict card left is the German Supreme Commander (value 
13, reroll up to three dice). Yikes, this looks ominous.

The Axis and the Allies contest over the Irish Sea.

Conflict Resolution. The Allies get a bonus die for being the 
sole controller of land adjacent to the Irish Sea. So, the Axis 
roll three dice: a 3, 4, and 3. The Allied roll four dice: a 2, 6, 1, 
and 5. Before the event effects and rerolls, the totals are Axis 
23 versus Allied 26. 

Next, we apply the Event effects: The Bismarck converts an 
Axis 3 to a 5 for a new total of 25. Now the Axis “bot” has to 
decide which die to reroll. Per the priorities in 6.7 above, the 
Axis will reroll all three dice (since they all are less than 6). The 
player can feel free to override these decisions if they seem sub-
optimal. I go with the “bot” here and reroll to get: a 1, 1, and 5. 
That’s an awful score for the Axis. The Allies win this Conflict 
Resolution and keep the Irish Sea to themselves for now! The 
Axis “bot” loses The Bismarck which is returned to the Axis 
Only Events Deck/Array.

With that we conclude this Axis “bot” example of play.

16.0 Examples of Play
16.1 Extended Example of Play 
By Fred Schachter
This extended example of play is an Axis Player Turn after a 
not particularly effective Operation Barbarossa resolution (the 
Axis did not win every possible Conflict). It is now 1942 with 
a fresh Axis Conflict Card Deck. The Axis player, Axel, is now 
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ready to give the conquest of Russia another go versus his Al-
lied opponent, Allan.

16.1.1 Part 1: Attack on Leningrad
The Axis player, Axel, announces he will attack Leningrad 
from Finland.

Play Events
Axel then declares he will use his available Axis Event cards: 
Waffen SS, Stukas, and Gen. von Manstein. The Allied player 
declares he will use Gen. Zhukov.

Play Conflict Cards
Each player selects a card from their hand and places it face 
down. As Leningrad is marked Soviet, the Allied player, Allan, 
must choose a Red Star if he has one.

The Cards are Revealed
Axel plays the German Cross Field Marshal. Allan plays the 
red-starred Saboteur.

Axel, the Axis player, fields a formidable array of three Event 
cards in this attack to take Leningrad.

Roll Conflict and Bonus Dice and Resolve Events 
and Special Properties
Each side rolls their dice: both sides may roll their dice simul-
taneously or have the attacker or defender roll first, whichever 
the players prefer. (Some players let the attacker roll first since, 
if the roll is sufficiently high, it is obvious the defender has 
no chance and can skip rolling, which speeds play.) The Axis 
player, as the attacker, will then go first in deciding how to use 
any rerolls allowed by Events and the Conflict card he played..

Allan starts with three dice and rolls 2-5-6 (a total of 13).

Axel starts with three dice. The bonus die for having more ad-
jacent friendly controlled Land and/or Sea Areas to the target 
enemy Land Area does not apply to this attack on Leningrad 
(nor to any Land Conflict resolution in this extended example 
of play). However, the Axis player gains a die for Waffen SS 
and so rolls four dice: 1-1-3-6 (a total of 11).

The Axis player uses Gen. von Manstein to convert one die 
result of 1 to a 4. The Axis player dice are now: 4-1-3-6 (a total 
of 14).

The Field Marshal, normally worth 12, is reduced to a value of 1 
because Allan played a Saboteur. Axel’s total is thus 14 + 1 = 15.

The Axis player uses the Stukas to force Allan to reroll one 
die of the Axis player’s choice: he tells Allan to reroll the 6. He 
does, and rolls a 5.

Allan’s three dice are now: 2-5-5 (a total of 12).

The Allied player now uses Gen. Zhukov to convert the 2 result 
to a 5. The Allied player dice are now: 5-5-5 (a total of 15).

The Saboteur has reduced Axel’s Field Marshal to a 1 and the 
Saboteur itself is worth 1, which is added to the Allied dice total. 
Allan’s total is thus: 15+1 = 16.

With all Events resolved, any Conflict card dice rerolls are next 
resolved and this only applies to the Axis player. The German 
Cross Field Marshal allows Axel to reroll up to two dice. He 
elects to reroll the 1 and the 3, rolling a 2 and a 3. Not much 
improvement, but it is enough. Axel’s dice are now: 4-2-3-6, 
plus 1 for the Field Marshal’s value; his total is 16.

Determine Conflict Winner
The totals are a tie: 16 to 16. Ties are broken by Suit. A German 
Cross beats White Star/Roundel and Red Star cards, White Star/
Roundel and Red Star cards beat Fascist Symbol cards (and any 
card beats a Double Agent with the Phasing player winning a 
tie if both sides play a Double Agent). Axel played a German 
Cross card, which beats Allan’s Red Starred card. Victory to the 
Axis player. As a result:
• Axel places an Axis Control marker in Leningrad.
• Allan lost the combat. The Event (Gen. Zhukov) played is 

a Reusable Event ( )—which means had he won he would 
have kept it. But he did not, so loses the Event; it is returned to 
the Allied Event Deck/Array for potential future acquisition.

• Axel won the conflict. The Events he used are all Reusable 
( ) which means he keeps those Events.

• Leningrad is marked with a barrel signifying it is a Production 
Center. The loss of a Production Center reduces the Hand Size 
of its original owner by one. The Allied marker is moved up 
one space on the Hand Size track.

• The loss of a Production Center also triggers a penalty 
Discard: Allan must discard one Conflict card of his choice. 
In a Conflict over a Soviet Area, this must be a Red Star or 
Double Agent, if available.

• Each player now draws the top Conflict Card from their Deck 
to replenish their Hand: Axel from his Axis Conflict card deck 
and Allan from his Allied deck.
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16.1.2 Part 2: Success Bonus Options
When a player’s first Conflict Action is successful, he has the 
option to take a second Action, This is known as a Success Bonus 
(7.9). That Action may be any one of Reorganize, Reinforce, 
Fortify, Event, Big Push, or Attack Actions. Axel may take that 
Action now, or—since he gained an area with a Star—elect to 
immediately take a Production Center Bonus Event Action. He 
also has the option of launching a Blitzkrieg from the newly 
captured Land Area, but more on that later.

A Production Center Bonus Event Action is limited to an attempt 
to contest for an Event. It is purely optional: the player may elect 
to take the Production Center Bonus Event Action, or may elect 
to forego it and continue on to another Action instead.

Axel carefully mulls this decision over, for if a Production Cen-
ter Bonus Event Action contest is successful, he may continue 
on to take his second Action. If the contest is not successful, 
however, his turn will immediately come to an end, and he will 
forfeit his second Action, and in this example, the possibility 
of a Blitzkrieg Attack.

Axel feels lucky. Furthermore, the card he has available is a 
decent one. He therefore decides to take the Production Center 
Bonus Event Action.

16.1.3 Part 3: Production Center Bonus Action
Having chosen the Production Center Bonus Event Action, Axel 
decides he will try to get Desperate Gamble.

Play Events
Allan has Enigma. He could have used this for the Land attack 
on Leningrad, but the odds did not seem favorable. Besides, 
Allan knew that whatever card Axel played would be worth 
one due to his playing the Saboteur Conflict Card. That’s not 
the situation now. Allan plays Enigma to require his opponent 
to show the card being played face up, before he (Allan) plays 
a Conflict Card. Axel decides not to play an Event.

Play Conflict Cards
Axel plays a Fascist Symbol card with a value of 10. Allan then 
decides to play a White Starred Lieutenant-General.

Note that the Allied player is compelled to play a Red Star (or 
Saboteur) for a Soviet Russian-involved Land attack, but is free 
to play any card suit to resolve an Event Conflict.

Roll Conflict and Bonus Dice and Resolve Events 
and Special Properties
Both sides roll some dice:
• Axel starts with three dice and rolls 4-5-6 (a total of 15).
• Allan starts with three dice and rolls 1-5-5 (a total of 11).

The Lieutenant-General allows Allan to reroll one die. He 
rerolls the 1, and gets a 2. Allan’s three dice are now: 2-5-5 (a 
total of 12).
Axel’s total is 15. The Fascist Symbol 10 is worth 10, so his 
total is 25.
Allan’s total is 12. The White Star Lieutenant-General is worth 
11, so his total is 23.

Event Conflict Resolution (for Axis acquisition of ‘Desperate 
Gamble’) — the White Star Lieutenant-General allows Allan 

to reroll his “1” which, however, only becomes a “2”.

Determine Conflict Winner
Victory to Axel, the Axis player.

Cleanup
Axel won the contest for the Event, and takes Desperate 
Gamble.

The Allied player lost. Enigma is . So, had Allan won he 
would have kept it, although the Event Table # symbol means 
he would need to make a die roll to do so. But he did not win, 
so loses Enigma. It is returned to the Allied Event Deck/Array 
for potential future acquisition.

Each side now draws the top Conflict Card from their deck to 
replenish their Hand.

16.1.4 Part 4: Blitzkrieg and Second Success Action
As Axel won his first Action, he gains a second Success Bonus 
Action, which was indicated the instant it was earned by plac-
ing the yellow cylinder in the map’s upper left corner’s “Bonus 
Action Earned” box. Axel’s choice to take the Production Center 
Bonus Event Action put that Success Action in jeopardy, as had 
he failed in the Production Center Bonus Event his turn would 
have ended. The Axis player was successful, however, and thus 
play continues to his Success Bonus Action, or he could choose 
to immediately launch a Blitzkrieg attack from newly captured 
Leningrad.
This is an important game decision, since by making an im-
mediate Blitzkrieg attack the Axis player may continue using 
Gen. von Manstein, Stukas and Waffen SS. Otherwise, those 
three Events would be flipped over, and not be available until 
the next Axis player turn.
The selected Action is to Blitzkrieg Vologda from Leningrad. 
In a Blitzkrieg, the active player may continue attacking. The 
attack must come from the area he just won.
In launching a Blitzkrieg the player lowers his Hand Size by 
one, and thus lowers his marker on the Hand Size Track by one.
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Blitzkrieg 1
Play Events
Axel declares he will again use Gen. von Manstein, Stukas and 
Waffen SS. He did not have to use all of them, and could have 
added another Event. (Tiger Tanks would have been nice, but 
he does not have that powerful Event available.) Allan decides 
not to play an Allied Event.

Both sides start with three dice. The Axis player gains a fourth 
die as he has the Waffen SS.

Play Conflict Cards
Each side plays a card face down and reveals the card.

Roll Conflict Dice, etc.

After dice are rolled and modified (for Stukas and Gen. von 
Manstein and any rerolls allowed by a Special Properties card) 
the result is an Axis victory.

Cleanup
Axel places a Control marker in Vologda. A “Blitzkrieg #1” 
Reminder yellow-colored cube is placed in Vologda. He won 
and thus retains the Gen. von Manstein, Stukas and Waffen 
SS Events.

Each player now draws the top card from their deck to replen-
ish his hand.

Blitzkrieg 2
Axel declares a second Blitzkrieg from Vologda on Moscow. 
His Hand is reduced by another Conflict Card. The Hand Size 
Track marker is appropriately adjusted.

“This could be costly,” muses Axel, but the risk seems worth it.

The arrows indicate the possible Blitzkrieg 2 Attack direc-
tions. Axel chooses to go for the kill: Moscow.

Play Events
Axel declares he will again use Gen. von Manstein, Stukas 
Waffen SS and add Desperate Gamble, which allows him to 
play two cards: one of his choice, and another taken from the top 
of the Axis Conflict card deck in the upcoming combat. Using 
Desperate Gamble reduces the Axis Hand by one. The Track 
marker is again reduced. (That’s a three card reduction: two for 
Blitzkrieg Attacks, and the third for use of Desperate Gamble.)

Allan decides not to play an Event. 
However, he has Counterattack. 
What this Event means is that if the 
Allied player is victorious, there’s no 
need to play Counterattack and he 
retains the Event for possible later use 
(since it wasn’t used for any dice re-
rolling). If the enemy is victorious, 
however, the player has the option of 
an immediate reroll; a second chance 
for victory. If Counterattack is used 

by the Allied player for one or more die rerolls, whether victo-
rious or not, this Returnable Event is returned to the Event Deck/
Array for possible reacquisition. Allan reminds Axel that he has 
the Counterattack Event for possible use.

Play Conflict Cards
Both players choose a card and play it face down. Axel, having 
Desperate Gamble, plays a second card from his deck, face 
down as well.

Allan then plays a Red Star card worth 8. (He must play a Red 
Star card if he has any, as this is a Soviet area. A shame, laments 
Allan, who is looking at a White Star 10 in his hand, the best 
card remaining to him.) Although he expects to lose, it is the only 
Red Star card in his hand and thus must be played. Axel plays a 
Fascist Symbol Lieutenant-General and selects a German Cross 
5 from the deck as his Desperate Gamble card draw. “Rats! I 
could have chosen a card better than a lousy five!” laments Axel.

Roll Conflict Dice, etc.
Each side starts with three dice. The Axis player gains a fourth 
die for Waffen SS. The Allied player gains a fourth die due to 
defending a Capital: Moscow.

Cards are revealed, dice are rolled, dice are changed, and rerolled 
as per Special Ability cards and Events. Axel’s total is higher, not 
surprisingly, as its two cards (a Lieutenant-General worth 11 and 
a 5) give it the win. But not by all that much due to abysmally 
poor Axis dice rolling, which even with Gen. von Manstein 
resulted in a 1,1,2, and 4 for a total of 24. Axel is aghast that he 
rolled so poorly and glares threateningly at the dice. 

Allan expected to lose but hopes such poor Axis dice rolling 
will allow the Counterattack Event to save the day, so he 
plays that Event.
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16.1.5 Part 5: Counterattack!
Using Counterattack allows the player to reroll one or more 
of his dice. Allan therefore rerolls his dice, and the result is…

Possible Result One: Allied Victory
If the Allied Counterattack play succeeded and the Allies won, 
the result would be as follows:
• The Allied player retains control of Moscow. Counterattack, 

having been played, is returned to the Axis and Allied Event 
Deck/Array.

• The Axis player, having lost, must eliminate all of the Events 
played: Gen. von Manstein, Stukas and Waffen SS are 
returned to the Axis Event Deck/Array. Desperate Gamble 
is always returned to the Axis Event Deck/Array after any 
use.

Each player now adjusts his card hand to correspond to his 
respective marker on the Hand Size Track. Allan thus draws a 
card to replace the one used in the battle for Moscow.
Axel does not draw a Conflict card, as he burned up his Hand 
Size through second Blitzkrieg and Desperate Gamble. Axel 
must choose a Conflict card to place into Discard as his hand 
size is now too small to accommodate the number of Conflict 
cards remaining to him.
For example, presume the Axis Hand was six when the Mos-
cow Attack commenced. Play of Desperate Gamble reduced 
the cards in hand to five. However, the Blitz Attack and use of 
Desperate Gamble caused the Axis Hand Size Limit to decline 
to four (6-2=4). The Axis cards in hand is now one too many. 
Axel places a Fascist 3 card into Discard reducing his Conflict 
cards in hand to the required four.

Possible Result Two: Axis Victory
If the Allied Counterattack play failed and the Axis won, the 
result would be as follows:
• The Allied Hand Size would be reduced by two: Moscow is 

not merely a Production Center (with a Star) but a Capital, 
and Moscow’s two oil barrel symbols means two cards, red-
starred ones if available, are discarded instead of the usual 
one. This lowers the Allied Hand Size by two. This is quite 
the disaster coming on the heels of Leningrad’s loss. The 
Allied Hand is now down three cards from what it began the 
Axis turn with.

• The Axis player, having taken a Star, gains a Bonus Event 
Action, thus he can resolve an Event Action and try to win 
an Event card. If the attempt fails, the Axis turn is over. If 
successful, however, Axel may continue with his Blitzkrieg—
to a maximum of three Blitzkriegs being made during a turn. 
This means the Axis player, having taken Moscow on the 
second Blitzkrieg, could use a third to seize the Steppes. If 
successful, he could threaten Stalingrad and the Caucasus. 
Each Blitzkrieg reduces the Axis Hand Size by one.

A string of victorious attacks and Blitzkriegs could potentially 
bring the game to an end by reducing the Allied Hand to zero, 
or set the stage for victory during the next Axis turn through 
capturing the remaining four Soviet Production Centers for an 

automatic victory win through the conquest of Russia (all six 
Soviet Productions Center being occupied by the Axis).

16.1.6 Part 6: Success Bonus Naval Attack
Let’s presume the Axis was successful capturing Moscow in the 
preceding example. This would entitle the Axis player to take 
that second Success Action deferred by the dramatic offensive 
from Finland which captured Leningrad, and then went on to 
Blitzkrieg capture Vologda and Moscow.

Axel could have made a 3rd Blitzkrieg attack from newly cap-
tured Moscow; but “enough is enough” he thinks, and is quite 
content with triumphs gained thus far during the turn. He is also 
unwilling to again reduce his hand size with another Blitz, and 
does not want to risk losing the turn’s momentum by hazarding 
failure with the Bonus Event Action provided by his capture of 
the Moscow Production Center (accepting a Production Center 
Event Action is always optional).

So, Axel turns his attention to the seas and from bashing the 
Soviets in Russia, to hopefully inflict some pain on the Western 
Allies.

A worthy Axis target seems taking control of the North Sea and 
with it the Production Center Star located there.

On his previous turn Axel placed a Fleet in the North Sea. Al-
lan could have done so as well but did not place a Fleet on his 
turn. (Placing it ends a turn, and he wanted to contest an Event 
or make an attack.)

Play Events
Axel uses The Bismarck.

In response, Allan declares the use of Fleet Carriers and Air 
Supremacy. Air Supremacy could have been used in the East, 
but he chose to keep it in reserve to defend the West, which now 
seems a prudent course of action.

Axel now turns his attention to the seas with an attempt to 
seize the Western Allied North Sea Production Center. The 
above illustration shows the situation at the conclusion of 
Conflict Resolution Step 1: “Play Event or Events” (7.2).
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Play Conflict Cards
Each side chooses a card and places it face down. Both sides 
reveal their cards.

Axel plays a German Cross Supreme Commander. Allan plays 
that White Star 10, which is still the best card remaining in his 
ever-diminishing hand.

Roll Conflict Dice, etc. 
Each side starts with three dice. The Axis player gains a fourth 
die for the Fleet. The Allied player gains a fourth die for Air 
Supremacy and a fifth die for Fleet Carriers.

Neither side gains a die for solely controlling a Land Area abut-
ting the North Sea (Allan has London and Scotland, while Axel 
controls Norway).
• The Axis player rolls 2-4-5-6 (a total of 17).
• The Allied player rolls 3-3-4-5-6 (a total of 21).

The Bismarck allows Axel to change one die to a 5; he does so 
with the 2, so the dice are now 5-4-5-6 (a total of 20). This is 
such a fine result that he chooses not to reroll any of the 3 dice 
the Supreme Commander entitles him to.

Axel’s dice total is 20. The Supreme Commander is worth 13, 
so his total is 33.

Allan’s dice total is 21. The White Star 10 makes his total 31.

Determine Conflict Winner
Victory to the Axis.

Cleanup
• Allan lost, and thus loses Fleet Carriers, which is 

returned to the Allied Event Deck/Array for potential future 
acquisition.

• Air Supremacy is returned to the Allied-Axis Event Deck/
Array (which would have been the case whether Allan won 
or lost since it is a Returnable Event).

• Axel retains The Bismarck, as it is marked  which allows 
it to be retained if victorious. It is flipped over to indicate 
being unavailable until the beginning of the next Axis Turn.

• Each player must eliminate his Fleet markers from the Attack 
Zone. In this example it is only the Axis Fleet marker—the 
sole one present—which is eliminated.

• The North Sea is a Production Center. The Allied Hand Size 
is reduced by one and the marker is adjusted by one on the 
Hand Size Track. This is the fourth reduction in Hand Size 
of what’s proven to be a harsh turn for the Allies.

• The Allied player must discard one Conflict card of his choice 
for losing the North Sea Production Center.

• The Axis player won a Production Center, and thus may take 
a Production Center Bonus Action; see 7.9. 

• Each player now draws the top card from his deck to replenish 
his hand.

This concludes the Axis second Action, their turn, and this 
extended example of play.

16.2 Example of Play: Paris
Example One 
After resolving a Land Attack during which each side played 
one Conflict card, the Allied player, with a Hand Size of nine, 
just captured Paris from the Axis with a Hand Size of seven. 
Paris is the sole Production Center on the map that can be used 
by both sides. Consequently, the Allied and Axis players adjust 
their respective Hand Size markers. Here’s what ensues…

Paris as an Allied Production Center
The Conflict card played to win the Land Attack is Replenished 
along with the Paris Production Center’s value of one added to 
bring the Allied Hand up to a new Hand Size of 10. (The Allied 
player, Allan, then draws two cards: one for the card played and 
one for gaining a Production Center). Next, Allan has the option 
of resolving his Reward for the capture of the Production Center: 
seeking to gain an Event. Finally, if the card draw requires it, a 
reshuffle takes place with all the consequent effects.

Paris as an Axis Production Center
The loss of a Production Center forces the Axis player, Axel, 
to discard a Conflict card of choice from the five remaining in 
his Hand (obviously the card of least value) adjusting the Axis 
marker to indicate the new Hand Size of six. (Then Axel draws 
two Conflict cards: one for the card played in the Attack he 
lost and one to replace the card discarded for Paris’ Production 
Center loss). Finally, if the card draw requires it, a Reshuffle 
takes place with all the consequent effects.

The above illustrates Example One’s redeployment of the Al-
lied and Axis Hand Size markers due to the above-described 

Axis loss of Paris. The Axis marker returns to seven as a 
result of Example Two’s Allied Reorganize Action.

Example Two 
Let’s presume Allan—in earning a Bonus Action through the 
capture of Paris—elects to use it as a Reorganize Action. Allan 
turns his Allied Hand Size marker so its star is face down. This 
indicates the Year’s Allied Reorganize Action is being taken.

He elects to draw three Conflict cards from his deck, but there 
are only two remaining: all other cards being in Discard. Allan 
takes those two cards, reshuffles the Discards to constitute a 
new Draw Deck. and selects the third card from the top of the 
Draw Deck.

Constituting a new Draw Deck could result in the Allied Year 
marker moving (2.6.2) and/or the End of Year process being 
invoked (5.5). 

In drawing these new Conflict cards for a Reorganize Action, 
Allan elects to keep his Hand size at ten and, per rule 6.1, in-
creases Axel’s Hand size back to seven.
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16.3 Example of Play: Operation Barbarossa 
The Axis player decides to launch Operation Barbarossa, a 
momentous decision in any Hitler’s Reich game!

This example only provides key elements of the Operation. 
See section 16.1 for all aspects of a Hitler’s Reich Axis turn: 
including card play and dice roll results. The reader should also 
presume an Axis Control marker being placed in each Land Area 
successfully captured.

To start Operation Barbarossa, the Axis “Big Push” marker is 
removed from its on-map holding box and four grey cubes are 
placed, one each, in the Land Areas of Baltics, Minsk, Bessara-
bia, and Crimea. These are the four guaranteed Land Attacks the 
Axis is entitled to make within context of Operation Barbarossa.

The first Land Attack the Axis player chooses to make is Crimea. 
It is successful and earns the player a Bonus Action. The Axis 
then chooses to use the Event cards from that Land Attack to 
attempt capture of Kharkov via a Blitzkrieg.

That attack succeeds: the Allied player must discard a red-star 
Conflict card and reduce Hand Size by one. The Axis player, 
as entitled, then takes a Production Center Capture Event card 
Action. This Action fails, but since it’s Operation Barbarossa, 
the usual effect of ending the Axis turn for failing this Action 
is ignored.

Five Axis versus one Allied controlled adjacent Land  
Areas yield the Axis player the Land Area Bonus (7.4.1) when 
conducting an Attack against Bessarabia. Grey cubes mark 

the initial Operation Barbarossa Attack targets. Yellow cubes 
indicate this example’s three Blitzkrieg Attacks.

The Blitzkrieg continues… this time to seize Smolensk with its 
second attack. The third Blitzkrieg attack on Leningrad, how-
ever, fails. Note that for each Blitzkrieg Attack made, the Axis 
player must reduce his Conflict card Hand Size by one.  In this 
example, that reduction is three.

This is not the time to take the Axis Bonus Action to again at-
tempt capture of Leningrad, since to do so would sacrifice the 
three remaining guaranteed Land Attacks.

Therefore, the Axis player resumes the guaranteed Land Attacks 
in the following sequence… Bessarabia, Minsk, and Baltics. 
Each attack is successful, in no small part due to each getting 
an extra die due to the Axis having more adjacent Land Areas 
to the target (abstractly simulating the large pockets of Soviet 
troops surrounded and destroyed during the historical Opera-
tion Barbarossa). 

With capture of the Baltics, the Axis uses its Bonus Action for 
another Land Attack on Leningrad. This attack also fails and 
thus the Axis Operation Barbarossa Turn comes to an end.

Although Leningrad proved too tough a nut to crack, the Axis 
has advanced deeply into Russia and the front is now Baltics, 
Smolensk, Kharkov, and Crimea. How will the Allied player 
deal with this dire threat? Continued play of the game will 
answer that.

The Axis Russian Front at conclusion 
of this Operation Barbarossa example..
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